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This richly illustrated how-to book is a comprehensive reference for various felting techniques,

including needle felting, wet felting, and nuno felting. With these easy-to-follow, step-by-step

directions and hundreds of full-color photos, youâ€™ll be able to explore these easy projects that

provide fun opportunities for you to try the techniques. Galleries of unique felted designs and

creations by renowned fabric artists act as beautiful examples and inspiration to pursue the hobby

yourself.
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This book is "The Bible of Felting Arts." It is a step by step approach to felting, with very detailed

photos. As a beginner, I needed to know felter's terms, types of wools, characteristics of each type

of felting material, how and where to buy products, places to see felting artists at work, what to use

on specific projects; but most of all, I needed this to be put in a simple language that I could

understand. This book has it all. I highly recommend it.

I have 9 books on felting, hoping to learn more. I am reselling 3 of them for lack of useful

information.This is the last book I bought. I wish it had been the first.This book has everything that

the other books have, and more. It is EXTREMELY thorough, and isn't some simple "picture book"

as the title may imply.It is an incredibly comprehensive guide to ALL kinds of felting, from wet, nuno,



and needle.I can't recommend this book more highly, and it will definitely be my last needle felting

book, because it covers totally eveything I would want to know.

Everytime I have a question about a felting technique I'm learning, I find the answer in this

wonderful book! Ruth Lane did an incredible job of writing for detail, providing the right amount of

background information, and doing amazing photography that illustrates each step along the way!

Anyone who is interested in going a step beyond knitting/felting projects should take a look at this

book--it is written so the possibilities for creating artful designs and functional items are endless.

The only thing better might be a follow-up book with project samples for those who are diving into

the felting craze with great gusto! Thanks Ruth! And many thanks to the Publisher for this Photo

Guide series!The Complete Photo Guide to Felting

This was an exceptional book on felting--I have over 15. If I were recommending just one book on

felting, this would be the one. Photos are very helpful and content covers a multitude of topics with

good answers to what most beginning felters want to know.

This is a lovely book for the beginner, teacher or more advanced. The color photos are plentiful and

it is compiled like well written, online tutorials, for the different facets of felting. It includes:-- 3

dimensional felting-- 2 dimensional felting onto a felt surface like a sweater or boot-- shoes, slippers,

boots-- scarves, clothing-- different types of fibers (including synthetic blends) and their qualities,

what they are appropriate for-- needle felting-- art pieces+ moreI gave this as a gift, and wish I had

ordered one for myself. A very nice guide to felting.

The book is an excellent resource for felters but I will say I expected a little more from this resource

about needle felting. This book spends over half the book on wet felting - something I'm not

interested in. That is the only reason I'm not giving it five stars. If you are into any kind of felting,

want step by step information about wet felting, different types of wool and why to use them, this

book is filled with easy to understand instructions and very clear, crisp photography. It is quite a

comprehensive book and I supposed I should have read more reviews since I'm only interested in

needle felting at this time - but overall, this is a very good resource.

I have used this wonderful book along with Uniquely Felt to really get a deeper understanding of

Traditional Felting methods. I fell in love with felted clothing while I was in Europe and wanted to



learn to make it. Here in the US there is so little information that I have had to create my own

program to teach myself how to create Traditional and Nuno Felted projects. This book is an

invaluable resource, and I am very glad to have it.

This book is truly the bible of felting. I've been needle felting professionally for nearly four years now

and I still learned something new. Not to mention the tons of information about wet felting!The

comparisons between the way different wool breeds felt are especially useful. Beautiful, clear

photographs. Excellent book overall.
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